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1. Introduction 
This Source Water Protection Plan was prepared along with the Town of 
Brooklyn Source Water Protection Team to protect aquifers within the town that 
have the potential to produce enough water to supply a public water system. 
Protection of these areas is critical to insuring there will be adequate clean 
groundwater sources in the future. These aquifer areas are delineated on the 
Connecticut Geological Survey Surficial Aquifer Potential Map of Connecticut. 
See Section 1.1, below, for more detail about that mapping process. A map of 
potential aquifer areas within the town of Brooklyn is included as Exhibit I. The 
maximum depth of the aquifers in Brooklyn is 100 feet. 
 
This Source Water Protection Plan includes a Management Plan in Section 7 
which outlines specific actions available to Brooklyn to protect these aquifers 
while avoiding adverse impacts on other activities within that area. 

1.1 Background 
Atlantic States Rural Water & Wastewater 
Association (ASRWWA) is working with the 
CT DEEP to assist rural communities in 
protecting stratified drift aquifers that may 
be used as drinking water sources in the 
future. These areas have been identified by 
the Connecticut Geological Survey (CGS) 
and are delineated on their Surficial Aquifer 
Potential Map of Connecticut. 
 
That map was prepared by the CGS for 
statewide resource protection, water 
management, non-point source pollution 
prevention, and land use planning. The map 
identifies areas with greater potential for ground water supply based upon the 
texture and thickness of surficial aquifer deposits. The map defines areas of; 
• coarse grained deposits (typically gravel),  
• coarse overlying fine grained deposits (typically gravel over sand), 
• fine grained deposits (typically sand), and 
• fine grained deposits over coarse grained deposits. 

 
The map also indicates the aquifer deposit thickness in intervals of 1-50 feet, 50-
100 feet, 100-200 feet, 200-300 feet, and 300-400 feet. The map does not 
include information on saturated thickness, or depth to ground water, so further 
investigation is required to determine whether the aquifer will yield viable 
quantities of water. 
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1.2 Source Water Protection 
The ideal drinking water supply would have excellent natural water quality and no 
potential contaminant sources (PCSs). There would be no development in the 
watershed or recharge areas. We are fortunate to have good natural water 
quality in most of Connecticut’s drinking water supplies, however PCSs exist for 
every water supply and development continues to increase the possible threats. 
 
ASRWWA believes that threats from many PCSs can be mitigated by proper 
construction, applying best management practices (BMPs) and the responsible 
use of water resources. Therefore education, outreach and the ability to develop 
and maintain working relationships in the community are important factors in 
source water protection. 
 
This plan is prepared by the ASRWWA in cooperation with the National Rural 
Water Association. Program funding is provided by the United States Department 
of Agriculture’s (USDA) Source Water Protection Program. The purpose of the 
program is to provide technical assistance to rural and small communities for the 
development of Source Water Protection Plans (SWPPs). 
 
The SWPP process is community based and the main tasks are: 
! Form a Local Source Water Protection Team 
! Assess threats to the drinking water sources 
! Develop management strategies for these threats 
! Form a Steering Committee to oversee implementation and periodically 
update the plan 

2 Local Source Water Protection Team 
The Brooklyn Source Water Protection Team is a diverse group. The goal is to 
represent a cross-section of stakeholders in the watershed, Town officials and 
board members, water system operators, land trusts and residents. Members of 
the Team and are listed here: 
 
Harry Adams, Conservation Commission 
Jeffrey Arends, Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Commission 
Sandy Brodeur, Agriculture Commission and Board of Finance 
Dana Heilemann, Conservation Commission 
Bob Kelleher, Board of Selectmen 
Carlene Kelleher, Planning and Zoning Commission 
Charlotte Merrill, Conservation Commission 
Jeannine Noel, Conservation Commission 
Michael Oatley, Conservation Commission 
Tom Rukstela, Public Works 
Beverly Thornton, Conservation Commission 
Diane Wimmer, Conservation Commission, Chair 
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3 Brooklyn, Connecticut 

3.1 Description 
The town of Brooklyn is located in eastern Connecticut. Before European 
settlement, this area was home to the Native American Mohegans. The land, 
deeded in 1680 to Captain James Fitch, was sold to the first European settlers in 1703. 
The Town of Brooklyn was incorporated in 1786. Brooklyn has a mixture of rolling 
hills with forests and farmland along with more intensive development in the 
eastern part near Danielson. Agriculture has been important to the town since its 
beginning and most of the town retains a rural character. The Quinebaug River 
forms the eastern boundary of Brooklyn and has been an important part of the 
Town’s development, providing water power for 19th century mills and providing 
recreational opportunities to current residents.  
 
Brooklyn has a total land area of 29.0 square miles. With 8,093 people (2010 
data), it has a relatively low population density of 279 people per square mile. 
2006 data from the University of Connecticut Center for Land Use, Education and 
Research (CLEAR) estimates that 9.9% of the land is developed and 58.2% is 
forested. A CLEAR Land Use map of the town is included as Exhibit II. 
 

3.2 Water Quality 
Groundwater and Surface Water quality in Brooklyn are mixed. The Quinebaug 
River is designated as Class B. It is fully supporting recreation use, but is listed 
as impaired because it is not supporting aquatic life. The cause is not specified, 
but potential impacts are listed as: remediation sites, groundwater contamination, 
industrial discharges, municipal discharges, unspecified urban stormwater. 
 
The White Brook is listed as not supporting recreation and is included in the 
state-wide TMDL to limit bacterial contamination. Blackwell Brook is fully 
supporting aquatic life and has not been assessed for recreation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Surface Water Quality Classes and Designated Uses 
From CT DEEP 2011 Connecticut Water Quality Standards 
 

Class AA surface waters are designated for use as: existing or proposed drinking 
water supplies; habitat for fish and other aquatic life and wildlife; recreation; and 
water supply for industry and agriculture. 
 

Class A surface waters are designated for use as: habitat for fish and other aquatic 
life and wildlife; potential drinking water supplies; recreation; navigation; and water 
supply for industry and agriculture. 
 

Class B surface waters are designated for use as: habitat for fish and other aquatic 
life and wildlife; recreation; navigation; and industrial and agricultural water supply. 
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Groundwater within the town is designated GAA, or GA. Four areas may be 
impaired. They include the former landfill, the former public works garage and 
two public well sites. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For more detailed information on water classification, see the DEEP Water 
Quality Standards at http://www.ct.gov/dep/cwp/view.asp?a=2719&q=325618. A 
map of surface and ground water classifications are shown in Exhibits III & IV, 
respectively. 

3.3 Source Water Protection Areas 
The Source Water Protection Areas (SWPA) for 
systems that draw water from wells are known 
as Wellhead Protection Areas (WHPAs). These 
are the land areas from which groundwater and 
surface water will flow to the well under pumping 
conditions. This is also referred to as the 
recharge area. As such, these land areas are 
the critical ones for source water protection. The 
WHPAs for all of the bedrock well systems have 
been delineated by the State of Connecticut 
Department Public Health (DPH). These are 
calculated fixed-radius circles, the radius of 
which is determined by the volume of withdrawal 
of the source. 
 
Source Water Protection Areas for surface water 
supplies are the watersheds (also known as 
drainage basins) which feed a reservoir or 
diversion from a river. A watershed or drainage 
basin can be thought of as a very large bathtub 
where the rim is the perimeter of the tallest land 

Ground Water Quality Classes and Designated Uses 
From CT DEEP 2011 Connecticut Water Quality Standards 
 

Class GAA is ground water used or which may be used for public supplies of water suitable 
for drinking without treatment; ground water in the area that contributes to a public drinking 
water supply well; and ground water in areas that have been designated as a future public 
water supply in an individual water utility supply plan or in the Area wide Supplement 
prepared by a Water Utility Coordinating Committee pursuant to Title 25 of the General 
Statutes. 
 

Class GAAS is ground water tributary to a public water supply reservoir. 
 

Class GA is ground water within the area of existing private water supply wells or an area with 
the potential to provide water to public or private water supply wells. 
 

Class GB is ground water within a historically highly urbanized area or an area of intense 
industrial activity and where public water supply service is available. Such ground water may 
not be suitable for human consumption without treatment. 
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surrounding a stream or lake and the lowest point is the outlet. 
 
Wellhead protection areas in Brooklyn are shown in Exhibit V. 

3.4 Existing Source Water Inventory 
There are eighteen (18) public drinking water systems that have sources within 
the Town of Brooklyn. These are listed in Exhibit VI. One of these is the 
Connecticut Water Company (formally Crystal Water Co.) gravel pack well in the 
stratified drift aquifer along the Quinebaug River in East Brooklyn. Of the 
remaining seventeen (17) sources, sixteen (16) are bedrock wells and one (1) is 
a dug well. They all serve Brooklyn residents and businesses. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There are five (3) Community Water Systems, six (4) Non-transient, Non-
Community Systems and six (11) Transient Non-Community Systems in 
Brooklyn. Single family residences not served by the above CWSs have private 
wells that draw from groundwater.  

4 Existing Source Water Protection Measures 
Following is a sampling of source water protection initiatives that are already in 
place or ongoing. This is not a comprehensive list, but is meant to demonstrate 
the level of commitment by the Town of Brooklyn to this issue.  

4.1 Plan of Conservation and Development (PoCD) 
The Open Space & Natural Resources Conservation section of the Brooklyn PoCD 
states: 
“Objectives for conservation in Brooklyn include: … protecting … unique natural 
and cultural features; preventing degradation of wetlands and water resources 
and their related natural riparian buffers; protecting ground and surface water 
resources, including public and private drinking water supply 
aquifers, from potential pollution;” 

4.2 CT DEEP Aquifer Protection Area 
The Brooklyn Planning and Zoning Commission has been designated as the Aquifer 
Protection Agency for the Town. There is one DEEP Aquifer Protection Area in Brooklyn 
and that is for the Connecticut Water Company wells in the stratified drift aquifer 

Public drinking water systems are classified into three categories 
 
Community Water Systems (CWS) serve at least 25 residents throughout the year. 
 
Non-transient, Non-Community Systems (NTNC) are not community systems and 
regularly serve at least 25 of the same people over six months of the year at places 
like schools and office buildings. 
 
Transient Non-Community Systems (TNC) do not meet the definition of a non-
transient, non-community water system such as restaurants, parks, etc. 
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along the Quinebaug River in East Brooklyn. That area has Level B mapping and 
Brooklyn will begin implementing the Aquifer Protection Program when Connecticut 
Water Company develops Level A mapping and it is approved by DEEP. 

4.3 Zoning 
Brooklyn has a comprehensive zoning regulation for Gravel Banks. These regulations 
help protect valuable groundwater resources by requiring restoration of the quarried land 
after exaction and a least 5 feet of cover over the groundwater level and 6 feet over 
ledge. Creation of a pond or waterbody requires a separate vote of the Planning and 
Zoning Commission. 

5 CT DPH Source Water Assessments 
In 2003, the Connecticut Department of Public Health Drinking Water Section 
completed a state-wide survey of drinking water supplies under the Source Water 
Assessment Program (SWAP). This program was mandated with the 1996 
reauthorization of the Safe Drinking Water Act. The purpose of the program was 
to evaluate the susceptibility to contamination of each public drinking water 
source in Connecticut and communicate the results to the public. 
 
The following information was used to assess vulnerability under the Source 
Water Assessment Program: 
! Sanitary conditions in the source water area 
! The presence of potential or historic sources of contamination 
! Existing land use coverages 
! The need for additional source protection measures within the source water 
area 

 
Eighteen (18) public drinking water systems have sources within the Town of 
Brooklyn. One of these sources is the Aquifer Protection Area for the CT Water 
Company (formally Crystal Springs) system that serves Killingly and Brooklyn. 
The remaining seventeen (17) sources are Wellhead Protection Areas (WHPAs) 
within the Town of Brooklyn. A table summarizing the Source Water 
Assessments for these systems is included as Exhibit VI. Of those sources, four 
(4) were designated with high susceptibility to potential contaminate sources, 
five (5) with moderate susceptibility, five (5) with low susceptibility. No Source 
Water Assessment was available for four of the systems. 
 
A copy of the Source Water Assessment for the CT Water Company system is 
included as Exhibit VIII as an example. 

6 Assessment of Threats 

6.1 Confirmed Contaminant Detects of Concern in Source Water 
Each DPH Source Water Assessment reported on contaminants detected in the 
source water of each system. While this data is somewhat dated (2003), it 
provides an idea of the scope of contamination within the source water area. This 
data is included in Exhibit VI and indicates that nitrates were found to be present 
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above the level of 1 mg/l in the sources of one (1) Community Water Systems 
(CWS), one (1) Non-Transient Non-Community system and five (5) Transient 
Non-Community systems. The nitrate levels found in these wells are much lower 
than the maximum 10 mg/l allowed in drinking water and therefore are not a 
health risk. Detection of nitrate in public wells indicates that it has been released 
to surface and ground waters and is a potential contamination concern. Typical 
sources of nitrates are septic systems, lawn care and agriculture. No coliform 
bacteria or Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) were listed as detected on the 
Brooklyn Source Water Assessments that were available. 

6.2 Roadways 
Roadways present a significant threat to drinking water sources. The possibility 
of an accident involving a truck transporting bulk shipments of hazardous 
materials poses a risk. Roadways are also a potential source of contamination 
due to potential petroleum leaks from vehicles; the application of road salts, 
which could cause elevated levels of sodium and chlorides; and maintenance 
activity which may include herbicide and pesticide applications. US Route 6 and 
Connecticut Routes 169 and 205 all cross the potential aquifer areas in Brooklyn. 
These major roadways, along with several local roads, pose a threat to current 
and future drinking water sources due to accidents, spills, or maintenance 
activities. 

6.3 Residential Land Use 
Residential contamination threats to surface or groundwater, if taken on a case-
by-case basis, are normally less than other land use contamination, but in the 
aggregate, form a significant source of contamination. There are roughly 1,100 
single family homes in Brooklyn with parcels that overlay potential aquifer areas.  
 
Most citizens are unaware of the effects of numerous potential contaminants 
stored, used, and disposed of from residential homes. The potential 
contaminants include: 
! Household chemicals 
! Automotive products 
! Paint/solvents 
! Fuel storage systems 
! On-site septic 
! Lawn/garden chemicals 
! Abandoned wells 
! Riverside/Lakeside homes 
 
On-site septic systems, for instance, represent potential sources of nitrates, 
chlorides, bacteria and viruses. In addition, if improperly used, such as for 
disposal of paints, solvents, petroleum products and other hazardous waste, they 
could be a source of organic compounds. 
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Potential aquifer areas within Brooklyn are susceptible to pollution from 
household chemicals, pesticides, fertilizers and on-site septic systems. 

6.4 Commercial Land Use 
Many commercial operations use toxic and hazardous materials in their 
processes. Examples include: 
! Auto repair, gas stations, car wash 
! Road maintenance depots 
! Construction areas 
! Dry cleaners, Laundromats 
! Medical institutions, laboratories 
! Photography establishments, printing facilities 
! Restaurants, bakeries 
! Woodworking and finishing facilities 
 
The storage, use, and disposal of chemicals required by these operations can 
pose a potential threat to water since even small amounts of the hazardous 
materials can contaminate large amounts of surface or ground water. Storing 
quantities of the material can also create a serious problem if they are not 
contained and stored properly. Leaks and spills from storage tanks and pipes can 
contaminate water, rendering the water unfit for consumption. 
 
Best management practices should be encouraged at existing commercial sites 
within the potential aquifer areas and some commercial uses should not be 
allowed in the future within the proposed overlay zone (See Management Plan, 
Section 7). 

6.5 Non-Point Sources of Pollution 
Non-point sources are described as dispersed contamination from many sources 
such as soil erosion, on-lot septic systems, storm water discharges, agricultural 
and forest management activities, and pollution associated with resource 
extraction. The most significant contamination associated with non-point sources 
is nitrates associated with the use of manure, fertilizer, and pesticides which 
drain into streams and infiltrate into ground water. Household hazardous and 
commercial/industrial waste (e.g., ammonia, chlorides, paint, paint thinners, 
waste oil, antifreeze, solvents, etc.), which are sometimes discharged into on-lot 
septic systems, are also sources of non-point source pollution. The potential risk 
from non-point sources makes potential aquifer areas in Brooklyn vulnerable to 
contamination. 

6.6 Potential Future Sources 
Undeveloped land areas represent the potential for future contamination sources 
that might impact ground and surface water quality if they were to be developed.  
Based on the amount of undeveloped land within the potential aquifer areas (see 
Exhibit II), there exists the possibility for future contamination. 
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7 Management Plan 
The Brooklyn Source Water Protection Team has considered protection 
measures that will achieve the greatest public health protection regardless of the 
source or whether that source supplies public water systems or private 
residences. For instance, source water protection measures developed for 
potential aquifer areas in Brooklyn will also protect existing ground water 
sources. This protects private wells and thus all of the households within the 
town will benefit. 

7.1 Develop Zoning Overlay for Brooklyn Potential Aquifer Areas 
The Brooklyn Conservation Commission should draft a zoning overlay regulation 
to protect the potential aquifer areas in Brooklyn. The regulation should include a 
map of the designated area and should consider not allowing, or restricting, the 
following uses: 
 
! Manufacture, use, storage, transport or disposal of hazardous materials as a 

principal activity. 
! Sanitary landfill, septage lagoon, waste water treatment facility for municipal 

or industrial wastes. 
! Road salt storage. 
! Junkyard, salvage yard, truck terminal. 
! Gasoline station, car wash, auto repair or auto body shop. 
! Excavation, filling or removal of earth materials. 
! Underground storage of hazardous materials. 
! Above ground storage of hazardous materials in quantities greater than 

associated with normal use, other than fuel storage for residential space 
heating. 

 
The Town of Hebron’s Aquifer Protection District regulation is a good model to 
and is included as Exhibit IX. Another example is from Salem and is included as 
Exhibit X 

7.2 Conduct Education and Outreach Campaign 
Public education and awareness is a key part of this Source Water Protection 
Plan because everyone in the watershed poses a risk to ground and surface 
water. Most homeowners will work to protect their local ground and surface water 
if they know how to minimize contamination risks. Outreach to Brooklyn residents 
will be done through mailings, media and/or public meetings to increase 
awareness of the link between land use and drinking water quality and to involve 
the public in source water protection activities. The most important areas to focus 
on should be septic system maintenance, lawn care and riparian buffers. 
 
Examples of outreach material are included as Exhibits XI through XVII. Other 
materials are available from the DPH, DEEP, Conservation and Health Districts, 
and MDC. Some useful links are: 
CT DEEP: www.ct.gov/dep/cwp/view.asp?a=2719&q=325514&depNav_GID=1654 
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CT DPH: www.ct.gov/dph/cwp/view.asp?a=3139&q=387304&dphNav_GID=1824 
Connecticut NEMO: nemo.uconn.edu/tools/publications.htm 
Connecticut Sea Grant: web2.uconn.edu/seagrant/publications/index.php 
EPA: www.epa.gov/safewater and www.epa.gov/watertrain 
E. Cons. District: www.conservect.org/Default.aspx?alias=www.conservect.org/eastern 

7.3 Implement the DEEP Aquifer Protection Area Program 
The Source Water Protection Team will work with the Town to implement the CT DEP 
Aquifer Protection Program When Level A mapping for the Connecticut Water Company 
well field is complete. Town responsibilities include the following: 
! Authorize an existing board or agency to serve as the local Aquifer Protection 
Agency (the Planning & Zoning Commission has been so designated); 
! Adopt local Aquifer Protection Area regulations consistent with state 
regulations; 
! Delineate Aquifer Protection Areas on the town zoning map; 
! Regulate land use activity within the Aquifer protection Areas including: 

Registering existing regulated activities; 
Issuing permits for new regulated activities; 
Inspecting regulated facilities. 

7.4 Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4) General Permit 
Brooklyn is on the list of towns to be added to the MS4 program. The Source Water 
Protection Team will work with the town to implement this program when the new 
General Permit is made final. 

7.5 Assist the Brooklyn Agriculture Commission 
The Source Water Protection Team will work with the Agriculture Commission to provide 
outreach to agricultural producers regarding best management practices and programs 
available through the USDA to implement them. 

7.6 Form Source Water Protection Steering Committee 
The Brooklyn Planning and Zoning, and Inland Wetlands and Conservation 
Commissions shall seek dedicated individuals who are committed to 
implementing the prevention measures outlined above, to form a Steering 
Committee to oversee implementation of the plan; and periodically update and 
assess its progress at least annually. 
 

8 Contingency Plan 
An Emergency Response Plan will be written in the future by the water system 
that develops the aquifer for a public water supply. 
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Exhibit I – Brooklyn Potential Aquifer Areas 
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Exhibit II – Brooklyn Land Use 
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Exhibit III – Brooklyn Surface Water Quality 
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Exhibit IV – Brooklyn Ground Water Quality 
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Exhibit V – Brooklyn Source Water Protection Areas 
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Exhibit VI – Brooklyn Public Water Systems 
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Exhibit VII – Living in a Public Drinking Water Supply Watershed 
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Exhibit VII (Cont’d) 
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Exhibit VIII – CT Water Company Source Water Assessment 
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Exhibit VIII (Cont’d) 
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Exhibit VIII (Cont’d) 
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Exhibit VIII (Cont’d) 
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Exhibit IX – Hebron Aquifer Protection District Regulations 
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Exhibit IX (Cont’d) 
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Exhibit IX (Cont’d) 
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Exhibit X – Salem Aquifer Protection Regulations 

 
25B			AQUIFER	PROTECTION	OVERLAY	ZONES	

25B.1			Statement	of	Intent	

A		U.S.	Geologic	Survey	has	identified	two	aquifers	in	Salem	with	the	potential	to	
produce	enough	water	to	supply	a	public	water	system.	This	regulation	seeks	to	protect	
these	aquifers	from	potential	land	use	pollution	sources	and	to	ensure	that	Salem	has	
access	to	clean	groundwater	sources.	

25B.2			Establishment	of	Overlay	Zones	

This	regulation	establishes	two	Aquifer	Protection	Zones.	These	overlay	zones	
encompass	the	aquifers	and	a	250	foot	buffer	around	each	aquifer	perimeter.	The	
boundaries	of	these	zones	are	shown	on	the	map	entitled	“Town	of	Salem	Zoning	Map”.	
Within	these	overlay	zones	the	existing	land	uses	of	the	underlying	zones	continue	to	
apply.	Prohibited	land	uses	and	uses	allowed	by	special	exception	are	noted	below.	

25B.3			Prohibited	Land	Uses	

The	following	land	uses	are	prohibited	within	the	Aquifer	Protection	Overlay	Zones.	

a) The	manufacture,	use,	 storage,	 transport	or	disposal	of	hazardous	materials	 (as	
defined	in	Section	25	of	these	regulations)	as	a	principal	activity;	

b) Sanitary	 landfills,	septage	 lagoons,	wastewater	treatment	facilities	for	municipal	
or	industrial	wastes;	

c) Road	salt	storage;	
d) Truck	terminals;	
e) Gasoline	stations,	car	washes,	auto	repair	and	auto	body	shops;	
f) Underground	storage	of	hazardous	materials;	and	
g) Any	proposed	land	use	deemed	by	the	Commission	to	pose	a	potentially	serious	

pollution	threat	to	the	aquifers.	
	

25B.4			Special	Exception	Land	Uses	
	
Excavations,	 as	defined	 in	 Section	14	of	 these	 regulations,	may	be	allowed	within	 the	
Aquifer	Protection	Overlay	Zones	as	a	Special	Exception.	
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Exhibit XI – Creating Streamside Buffers 
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Exhibit XI (Cont’d) 
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Exhibit XII 
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Exhibit XII (Cont’d) 
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Exhibit XIII 
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Exhibit XIII (Cont’d) 
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Exhibit XIII (Cont’d) 
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Exhibit XIII (Cont’d) 
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Exhibit XIV 
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Exhibit XIV (Cont’d) 
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Exhibit XV 
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Exhibit XV (Cont’d) 
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Exhibit XV (Cont’d) 
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Exhibit XV (Cont’d) 
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Exhibit XVI 
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Exhibit XVI (Cont’d) 
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Exhibit XVII 
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Exhibit XVII (Cont’d) 

 


